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ABSTRACT

The European Centre for the Development of Vocational
Training (CEDEFOP) is endeavoring to encourage television to provide
more and better information on vocational and continuing education in
the European Community (EC) Therefore, it held its first competition
to award prizes for broadcasts presenting information on vocational
training, promoting vocational training, or convey_ng vocational
expertise. About 200 public and private television companies in the
EC were invited to submit entries. 7irst prize was awarded in
November 1989 to the Rhineland-Palat2.nate regional studio of
Sudwestfunk for its entry, "Europe: A Box
Brichs," which described
a project in which teenagers from Germi_ny, France, and England met in
an ancient castle in France for a week tc, rorl ideas and plan and set
up a computer-contror.ed miniature factory. A special prize went to
the Dutch television company "RVU educatieve omroep" for its
presentation cf a d7167 in the life of a bus driver. A further special
prize -;.?s awarded to the British Broadcasting Corporation's "1992 Is
Too Late," which tells how educational programs in Britain and France
ara responding to the needs that will arise from the EC unification
..

it 1992.
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Award of EC Television Prize for
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Broadcasts on Vocational Training
Progress towards European integration and the creation of

a European social area in 1992

re to some extent also

dependent on the degree to which the citizens of Europe
are informed on the working world of the future.

This

future is becoming increasingly complex, for many it is

PPAX CEL,Ei:JP

The European Centre for the Development of Vocational
Training (CEDEFOP) is endeavouring to encourage television to provide more and higher-quality information on
initial and continuing training in the EC.

Accordingly,

it was decided that a television prize should be awarded
a

for broadcasts presenting information on voca-

tional training, peomoting vocational training or conveying vocational expertise.
The competition was held this year for the first time.

Aprroximately 200 public and private television companies
in the EC were invited to submit entries.

The number of

entries submitted corfirmed the urgent need to give voca- 111111111
tional training more extensive television coverage.
An
encouraging signal, however, was the content and format
of the entries submitted.

It is self-evident that tele-

vis:on programmes on vocational training cannot hold the
viewer's attention as well as a thrilling detective story.
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Nonetheless, they arc more informative and. if well made.
can be more entertaining than many a soap opera.
The Prix CEDEFOP was awarded in Berlin on 23 November
1989.
The EC Commissioner responsible for vocational
training affairs, Ms. Vasso Papandreou. left Brussels for
Berlin specially to attend the award ceremony. An international jury had previously selected the best programmes
from the 20 entries submitted.

FIRST PRIZE AWARDED TC, SuDWESTFUNK

This year's Prix 2EDEFOP, backed up b': a cash prize of
ECU 5,000 (ca. DH 10,200). was awarded to the RhinelandPalatinate regional studio of Sudwestfunk for its entr:
"Europe: a box of bricks".
The film, produced b: Norbert
Carius and Eberhard Geiger. describes an unusual project:
36 schoolchildren aged between 13 and 15 from the Federal
Republic of Germany, France and the United Kingdom meet
in an ancient castle near Di ion fox a :eek tom, p-,o1 ideas
and plan and set up a computer-controlled miniature f,A:tor':.

Together with their tea,_hers the-

learn not enl

how to solve the organizational and t, r-Jinic-:sl

which would also arise in a real Lictor

probl,,,ms

but also and

more importantly to coop cat? on a transna:-.ional scale.

Having a shared objecti:e helps them overcome language

difficulties, results in better understanin

between
pupils and teachers and me)re importantiv between the

young German, French and British nationals concerned, To

communicate and be understood is more than merel a matter of speakinz one's partner's lingua

2.

e.

The filmmakers recommend that education authorities in
the EC should follow the example set by this cooperation
project. And the Prix CEDEFOP jury recommends that all

broadcasting companies should follow the example set by
this film.

Hundreds of similar projects could be found
and presented.
Sudwestfunk's entry demonstrates how
informative and also entertaining television reporting on
initial and continuing training can be.

Vocational

training in the EC can offer a wealth of material for
television.

The stories are just waiting. to be told.

Ensuring that this material reaches the European television audience ensures that Europe is more than a mandatory political exercise.

Television. the great narrator

of our times, a decisively important purve:or of information and an influential opinion-builder. has much to
contribute to Europe's future.

A BUS DRIVER DOESN'T ONLY DRIVE BUSES

The jury awarded a special prize to the film 'Tus driers"
entered by the Dutch teleyision companY
omroep.

educatie-e

The film Joes not address yoc-ate .-)nal

training is

sues as such. but instad descrihs what a ,ertain -ccupation is really like in a readily accessible presentation.

The current demands of one's own o_cupation are familiar
to just about everyone. After all. this is one's da -to
day work. But the matter becomes difficult.

cult when we try to envisage

-erY diffi

occupati-..)n in the tu

ture. As far as other people's occupations are concerned.
we 011 believe that we have a rough idea ot some. for ex-

ample what a fireman, a sales assistant. a mason or a bus
driver does. After all, we can see a bus dri:ei cat work
any day.

The film's producers, Henk Baard and Ellen Brautigam.
lined the camera up behind the shoulders of the men and
women behind the wheel and accompanied them on their
trips both at home and abroad.

For the producers, the
ban on speaking to the driver did not apply.
And the

astonished television viewer discovers that one needs
more than just a driving licence to drive a bus. The
film "Bus drivers" is an entertaining report on the maJor

and minor incidents which can happen in the life of a bus
driver providing a service for .is or her passengers.

Occupational activity is e social actiit-: it always
affects others.

Understanding their expectations and

behaviour helps the worker to do his or her lob well.

In

the view of the jury, the film "Bus driers". one episode
in a series describing occupations. therefore warrants

a

special commendation.

1392 IS T.:70 LATE

The jury awarded a further special prize to the 1--TsC film

"1992 is toc late",

Economic acti-it... in th,- Eur.3pc-an

Community will take place nu ,1 ditferent
on.

fiom

Large companies ha-:e lone since drawn up their new

marketing strategies.

The trade unions are tr...ing to

ensure that the economic advantages are not exploited at
the expense of socf

I

progress,

Small and medium c,,,wa-

flies are discovering potential new markets;.

But they are

also discovering that they can only make use of these new
prospects if their workforces have the necessary skills.
The year 1992 will ori-,g not only new competition among
goods and services bu._ also a more fierce indirect competition among vocational training sistems within the EC..

In his film Brian Davies describes how the chambers of

industry and trade in the United Kingdom and France are
responding to this challenge.
More and better vocational
training, even tuition in foreign languages, are needed
in all countries, in all occupations

by 1992 it will be

too late.

GETTING VOCATIONAL TRAINING ON TO THE TELEVISION SCREEN
HOW CAN EUROPE BE PRESENTED IN THE PROPER LIGHT'?

Vocational training is an issue which is still too seldom
addressed on television in Europe.

"Europe" as such also

seems to be of only secondary importance as a subject of
interest.

Initial and continuing training issues in the

EC seem to have a low "newsworthiness" rating.

The Euro-

pean viewer is told very little about how the completion
of the internal market will affect

ocational training

and employment.

What reasons can be found for this Inadequate media
coverage?

Does the term "Europe" still evoke negative

associations?

Are the dav-to dav problems in working

life regarded as being so mundane that the, ,Ar.-= not worth

being investigated for tele%Ision

ic't('

Various entries for the Prix CEDEFOF have shown that the
subject of vocational training can also be a subiect for
the television screen.

Initial and continuing training

issues can make informative. stimulating, entertaining
and sometimes even thrilling viewing.

The ..iewer can

experience, understand and personalll: "follow" the pre-

sentation, the subject can be transformed into programmes
for a very wide audience.

But the programmes have to be

produced, otherwise neither vocational training nor
Europe will be presented in the pr(Ter light.
r.
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